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From the Desk of Vickie Smith

In this issue, we are sharing examples of our
collective efforts to re-examine how we are providing
services to individuals and families experiencing
domestic violence. Over the past half decade, ICADV
membership has engaged in a variety of discussions
and collaborations in order to seek a better
understanding of what victims of domestic violence
need that we may not be providing. 

Our member programs respond to approximately 45,000 adults and over 8,000
children every year. If research tells us that one in three females and one in seven
males experience domestic violence in a state of over 12 million people, there are a
lot of victims that are not seeking out our services. Where do they go? What do they
need to develop safety for themselves and their dependents? How can we do a
better job of making ourselves known in our communities? Who are the stakeholders
we need to partner with that would encourage better connections?

Not only is ICADV asking itself these questions, but the anti-gender-based
movement as a whole is reflecting on where we have been and where we are going
in our work to end domestic violence. This self-reflection and soul searching is
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leading to some very uncomfortable conversations. Some of our traditional partners
in this work have chosen to see our self-reflection as a dismissal of all the
challenging relationships we have built over the last 40 years to create safer
responses for victims of domestic violence. It is a moment in time where we must
examine what more we can do and whom else we must build relationships with.

Whether we have been able to do this at the community level or not, our work has
always been about social change. Our work was born out of survivors coming
together to create collective safety when no one else wanted to get involved. Law
enforcement, medical providers, faith organizations, educators – not one thought this
“private family matter” should be dealt with outside the home. But people died
because of this attitude. And people are still dying. We have more work to do, more
responses to forge, more relationships to build in order for all persons to be safe in
their own home. I hope you are with us.

In Peace,
Vickie Smith
President and CEO

Domestic Violence and the
Shared Safety Framework

Over the last year we found ourselves thrust into situations where we can take our
experiences, education, and self-work and apply it to supporting real change in the
systems that do not help. These systems in fact sometimes harm victims and they
lack the ability or interest in truly holding those that cause harm accountable. We
found ourselves in a time encouraged to step up, bring our victim services
experience and expertise to the table, and join the efforts to reduce violence and
oppression. We can make real change in people’s lives sustainable. Up until this
point, ICADV laid the groundwork for these larger conversations around change.
This last fall, ICADV’s Advocacy, Funding, and Accountability (AFA) Committee
created space to continue these conversations on a deeper level designed to share
ideas and themes.
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Program and Staff Highlights

Apna Ghar (Our Home) was
founded by a group of Asian and
allied women of color who were
responding to requests for culturally
appropriate services. They initially
operated a crisis helpline for five
years between 1985 and 1990
through which callers seeking
domestic violence services were
referred to other existing agencies
in Chicago. However, these
survivors found that their language
and cultural needs and the
immigration and other systemic
barriers they faced were not well
understood, and thus they didn’t
receive appropriate services.

Apna Ghar incorporated in
December 1989 and in 1990
opened two apartment spaces for
emergency shelter for survivors.
Then in 1995 they purchased a
house for shelter and opened an
office for administration and walk-in
counseling, case management and
legal advocacy services and a child
visitation center. Apna Ghar began
offering supervised visitation and

Andrea Wilson, Chief Contracts
and Technical Assistance Officer,
has been at ICADV for 11 years.
She has actively pursued
opportunities to deepen her
understanding of the
intersectionality of oppressive
systems in our society and how that
intersectionality continues to
hamper efforts to reduce domestic
violence.

When Andrea joined ICADV in
2009, she was originally hired to
provide monitoring of contracts and
technical assistance to community-
based agencies providing services
to victims of domestic violence and
their children. Her first memories
are spending hours immersing
herself in the Services Guidelines
Manual. This manual is to assist all
programs that provide services to
victims of domestic violence to
adhere to a minimum of standards.
It is used by the Department of
Human Services and ICADV as a
guide to contractual requirements.
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safe exchange services in response
to frequent requests from survivors
that wanted a safe place for
children to visit with the parent that
had caused harm. In 2000, Apna
Ghar’s child visitation center
became a federal demonstration
site for the Office of Violence
Against Women’s Safe Havens
project.
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Andrea is an amazing advocate for
the programs and the people they
assist. She is a tremendous asset
to ICADV and keeps us focused on
what agencies need to do the best
work they can toward ending
domestic violence.
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ICADV Training Updates

Some exciting trainings are taking place for DV advocates and other professionals
that work with victims of domestic violence. As with the rest of the world, we have
had to stop and pivot how to reach advocates virtually. Our presenters and staff
have done a tremendous job adapting information to maximize the benefits for
participants. This fall we hosted a series of webinars and coaching calls on Adult
Trauma Specific Care and Training: Screening, Brief Intervention and Referral to
Domestic Violence Programs (SBIRT). These trainings covered an evidence-based
practice to identify, reduce and prevent risky alcohol and drug use. In addition to
strengthening care, SBIRT bolsters organizations’ capability to address co-occurring
disorders, attend to substance use in the context of social health risks and protective
factors, and leverage partnerships with other service providers for whole-person
resiliency and wellness. We also hosted a series of Legal Advocacy Summits and
coaching calls. With this series we were able to focus on training legal advocates
throughout the state and provide them up to date information about immigration law
and how that overlaps with the needs of domestic violence survivors. 

Cohort Four of our Leadership
Academy just adjourned and
planning for the fifth cohort
which starts in January is well
underway. These trainees
focus on learning about leading
in diverse work places, how to
create safe responses for all
DV victims and how to engage
more fully in communities that
have traditionally been
marginalized or didn't feel safe in reaching out to agencies that were perceived as
unwelcoming. The planners of these cohort sessions are discussing how ICADV can
build upon the smaller cohorts and involve the full membership of ICADV in building
a movement to prevent and end gender-based violence in all communities.
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Congratulations to Cohort Four!

Take A Moment To Take
Our Stakeholder Survey

The Illinois Coalition Against Domestic
Violence (ICADV) is asking you to join us in
making Illinois families safer. Ten minutes
of your time to complete this stakeholder
survey will help inform our advocacy,
training and technical assistance provided
throughout Illinois.

We know that many of our readers work with survivors and/or their children every
day or perhaps are survivors themselves. We know you are committed to the
importance of making families in our community safer. We make every effort to
provide the best quality safety nets for survivors and want to ensure that those safety
nets are informed by the vast networks of support necessary for survivors to achieve
safety. That is where you come in.

ICADV is a membership organization made up of victim service agencies located
throughout the entire state of Illinois. Those members come together in a statewide
collective as the statewide coalition, advocating for survivors and their children
throughout the entire state. By helping us better understand what survivors are
experiencing and how domestic violence impacts communities from your
perspective, you can help us as we help fill the gaps survivors face.

Complete Survey Here
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